Introduction
An algorithms course is typically difficult to teach because it requires students to have a good working knowledge of data structures, discrete mathematics and calculus. The typical course starts with a review of data structures and math preliminaries, and continues with formal analysis of time performance, discussed by introducing o, O, Ө, Ω, and ω notation. Most textbooks (Baase & Van Gelder, 2000 , Cormen et al., 2007 , Levitin, 2012 , McConnell, 2008 , Neapolitan, 2014 , Pothering & Naps, 2002 provide a table for basic functions such as logarithmic log n, linear n, n log n, quadratic n 2 , cubic n 3 , exponential a n and factorial n!. For each function, values are provided for different values of n, and most often for geometric series such as 10, 10 2 ,…, 10 6 to illustrate the difference in growth. In addition, textbooks provide summation formulas for basic series such as sum of first n integers, sum of first n squares, sum of first n cubes, sum of first n powers of 2, sum of first n powers of d, etc. A few examples of formal time performance analysis of iterative and recursive algorithms are usually provided next.
It has been the authors' experience that such preparation for most students is not sufficient. When students have been tested on their ability to perform formal time performance analysis of simple algorithms given the above foundation, students still typically struggled with the task.
Problems can be implemented with either iterative or recursive algorithms. Time performance analysis of iterative algorithms is usually easier. It requires: 1) selecting the problem size n; 2) selecting the basic operation; 3) establishing a series that specifies the number of times the basic operation is performed as a function of input size n; and 4) calculating the sum. The time performance analysis of recursive algorithms has proven to be more challenging. It also requires steps 1) and 2) as described above, but after that it requires: 3) establishing recurrences by providing base case and recursive step; and 4) solving the recurrences.
One of the reasons why recursive algorithms time analysis is more difficult to learn is the implicit nature of the recursive approach. In addition, learners are often confused by the two types of recurrence relations. The first type of these relations is recurrences used to specify how to obtain the result of the original problem in terms of one or more sub-problems. These recurrences are used to write the code to solve the problem with a recursive algorithm. The second type of these relations is recurrences used in time analysis. They specify the number of times the basic operation is performed for a problem of size n, denoted as T(n), and depends on: 1) the number of times the basic operation is performed in one or more recursive sub-problems (denoted T(n-1), T(n/2) or similar); and 2) the time f(n), which denotes the number of times the basic operation is performed in the non-recursive part of the code, performed in addition to recursive invocation(s).
One obvious way to improve a learners' knowledge is to provide more examples of time performance analysis using simpler algorithms of approximately the same difficulty level as those given on exams. Unfortunately, spending more class time practicing time efficiency analysis leaves less time for covering different algorithm design techniques and introducing new algorithms of particular domain types.
The tutoring software provided to students has proven to be an effective solution for the problem. TIARA tutor has a wide selection of practice examples with complete time analysis performed. Learners can practice as much as they need based on their background knowledge. Using the software does not take any additional class time since practice is performed outside of class. The tutor is free for students enrolled in an Algorithms course and is available on request to instructors who would like to use it in an Algorithms course taught in a flipped classroom style. At our school, students can download the software as a jar file from the blackboard learning platform, and install it on their own computer, allowing them to practice when convenient for them.
Various researchers and educators have developed tutors for a wide spectrum of computer science domains, ranging from basic programming skills such as evaluating arithmetic and Boolean expressions (Krishna & Kumar, 2001 ) to solving problems in automata theory (Cavalcante et al., 2004) , and graph theory (Bridgeman et al., 2000) . An extensive overview of tutors categorized based on: 1) the nature of the problem-solving activity they promote; 2) the way they provide problem examples; 3) the way they provide answers; 4) grading criteria; 5) feedback generation; and 6) feedback explanation is provided in (Kumar, 2005) .
TIARA Tutor Domain
TIARA tutor covers over fifty examples for the following four categories of recursive algorithms.
 Decrease-by-Constant-Factor -This category includes problems of size n that invoke one sub-problem of size n reduced by a constant factor c, where c is a positive integer that does not depend on n. The corresponding recurrences for time efficiency analysis are of type T(n) = T(n / c) + f(n). Function f(n) denotes the cost of the non-recursive portion of the code.  Divide-and-Conquer -This category includes problems of size n that invoke a (where a is positive integer constant i.e. a >= 1) subproblems of size reduced by positive integer constant factor c (c >= 2). The recurrences are of type T(n) = a T(n / c) + f(n).  Decrease-by-Constant -This category includes problems of size n that invoke one sub-problem of a size reduced by a constant c which is a positive integer. The recurrences are of type T(n) = T(n -c) + f(n).  General Decrease-and-Conquer -This category includes recursive problems of size n that invoke number a sub-problems of a size reduced by a positive integer constant c. Constants a and c are positive integers. The corresponding recurrences are of type T(n) = a T(n -c) + f(n).
TIARA Tutor Description
There are two modes, sequential and random, of selecting the problem from the desired category list in TIARA tutor. ESRATEA was designed to always randomly select one problem from the desired category. That was sufficient for testing the learner's knowledge, but during the learning phase, sequential order is preferable because it orders the problems from simple to advanced. Random mode is more appropriate for assessing the learner's knowledge after some practicing. It displays problems randomly from the selected list until all the problems from the list are completed. After that, if learner wants to continue, the software resets.
ESRATEA had three categories: chip-and-conquer, chip-and-be-conquered and divide-and-conquer. TIARA uses more detailed categorization: decreaseby-constant-factor; divide-and-conquer; decrease-by-constant; and general decrease-and-conquer as described in section 2. The names for the category types follow the categorization applied in (Levitin, 2012) . For each of the buttons there is a tool tip, which includes the recurrence relations type for the current problems. Tool tip text is displayed when the cursor is rested on top of the button.
Each problem displayed by TIARA tutor includes description in English and code for the problem implemented in Java language. Learners are asked to perform worst case time performance analysis unless specifically instructed otherwise. They have to determine the basic operation, the problem size n and recurrence relations, base case and recursive step, in this order. Each successive step can only be attempted upon successful completion of the previous steps. By the end, learners should solve the recurrences in order to calculate the resulting T(n). When the correct answer for T(n) is specified, the student may compare his/her solution derivation with the one provided by the tutor. In addition, at that time, student may also see the performance equivalent template example which shares the same recurrences as the original problem. 
as Divide-and-Conquer
Based on implementation, the same problem can be solved by several different algorithms. Therefore, the time analysis of different algorithms for the same problem can not only have different recurrences but they may belong to different categories. Each different algorithm implementation for the same problem displays different examples, which can be in the same category or in different categories. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate calculating power d n with algorithms that belong to decrease-by-constant and divide-and-conquer categories, respectively.
In addition to the two examples shown above, TIARA tutor provides several other examples for calculating d n implemented with many different algorithm types based on the following defining recurrences: 1) d0 = 1 and dn = d*dn-1 , for n>0. This algorithm has time analysis recurrences T(1)=0 and T(n)=T(n-1) +1, for n>1. We assume that multiplication is the basic operation. The algorithm is a decrease-by-constant type and has linear time.
2) d0 = 1 and dn = d*(dn/2 )2, for n>0 and n odd, and dn = (dn/2 )2, for n>0 and n even. If only one recursive call is made to sub-problem to determine d n/2 , n is even and multiplication is the basic operation, the time analysis recurrences are T(0)=0 and T(n)=T(n/2) +1. This algorithm is a decrease-by-constant-factor and a divide-and-conquer type and has logarithmic time.
3) d0 = 1 and dn = d*(dn/2 )*(dn/2 ), for n>0 and n odd, and dn = (dn/2 )*(dn/2 ), for n>0 and n even. If two separate recursive calls are made to call sub-problems to determine d n/2 , n is even and multiplication is the basic operation, the time analysis recurrences are T(0)=0 and T(n)=2T(n/2)+1. This algorithm is a divide-andconquer type and has linear time.
4) For special case when a=2, the defining recurrences are as follows: 20 = 1, and 2n = 2n-1 + 2n-1 , for n>0. If only one recursive call is made to calculate the sub problem 2 n-1 and addition is the basic operation, the time analysis recurrences are T(0)=0 and T(n)=T(n-1)+1.The algorithm is a decrease-by-constant type and has linear time.
5) Finally, if the same defining recurrences 2 0 = 1and 2 n = 2 n-1 + 2 n-1 , for n>0 are used in an algorithm that invokes two recursive calls to determine each 2 n-1 and addition is the basic operation, the time analysis recurrences are T(0)=0 and T(n)=2T(n-1)+1. The algorithm is a general decrease-and-conquer type and has exponential time.
Experience with Tutor
The learners provided very positive feedback after using the software as a supplemental tool in the course (Pevac, 2012) . The only aspect of the tutor that was not embraced by learners was visualization examples implemented in ESRATEA (Pevac & Carpenter, 2010) . The graphical examples provided were designed to draw a line of length k to illustrate that k basic operations were performed. The lines were drawn on a graphical surface in a way that helps to determine their total length more easily. The total length is also the solution of corresponding recurrences and represents the run time performance function T(n). Only the best students were able to grasp the analogy and recognize the equivalence classes of problems that share the same recurrences and have the same solution.
The main problem was that students who had difficulty to establish and solve the recurrences also had problem drawing lines on a two-dimensional graphical surface as discussed in (Pevac, 2012) .
In order to provide visualization that would be more appropriate for a majority of learners, TIARA uses much simpler examples based on the template approach introduced in (Pevac, 2011) . For each time analysis problem, the code in the visualization example prints one letter whenever the original problem performs one basic operation. All other operations in the original problem that are not basic operations are omitted. In addition, the visualization examples include plotted pictures for the run time functions T(n) and the table of values for T(n). Since the original problem and the simplified code have the same recurrences, both have the same solution for the function T(n). Consequently, both have the same asymptotic growth. The simplified visualizing examples are expected to help the learner to better recognize the relationship among the pattern of code, the type of recurrences and the run time.
More Challenging Examples of Time Analysis Included in TIARA Figure 4. Time Analysis Example for Generating all Subsets of {1, 2,…,n}.
In order to make TIARA tutor more appealing to students who do not need extensive practice of time analysis for simple recursive algorithms, we have included some more challenging examples of time analysis as well. The added examples are above the level of those given on tests and include time analysis of an algorithm which multiplies two matrices utilizing Strassen's method, analysis of an algorithm which multiplies two numbers via Karatsuba's method, analysis of an algorithm for generating all subsets (see Figures 4 and 5) , analysis of an algorithm for generating all permutations (see Figures 6 and 7) , and analysis of an algorithm to calculate the n-th Fibonacci number. 
Conclusion
Based on the categorization of tutors described in (Krishna & Kumar, 2001) , the TIARA tutor has examples carefully selected by the instructor and incorporated into the software. Correct answers were also created by the instructor and built into the software. Grading is done by the tutor in a fully automated way. Feedback is also generated by the tutor in an automated way. Feedback content displays "correct" or "incorrect" for most of the questions and provides complete derivation for solving recurrences. The visualization examples combined with practicing and requesting that learners create new problems are intended to promote knowledge, application, analysis and synthesis (according to Blooms taxonomy) for building the knowledge of time efficiency analysis of recursive algorithms.
